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INTRODUCTION
The federal interstate highway system as we know it today
was authorized in 1956 and was only finally “completed” in 1992.
Although planning began much earlier than 1956, it was
President Eisenhower who brought the concept to fruition.1 He
had been influenced by his experiences in the military in 1919 as a
young soldier and later by his leadership experiences during

1 See generally DAN MCNICHOL, THE ROADS THAT BUILT AMERICA: THE
INCREDIBLE STORY OF THE U.S. INTERSTATE SYSTEM (2006).
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World War II, which made him recognize the importance of having
a comprehensive highway system to move troops and supplies.
Educational policy for individuals with disabilities has a
parallel “road map.” Both programs recognize the value and
importance of connecting state and local systems in a
comprehensive way, and both incorporate a substantial degree of
federal funding but require state cooperation to implement. Both
programs took about thirty-five years to build, and both are
programs that would be difficult, if not impossible, for the private
sector or even state governments to do themselves.
The Interstate Highway System was intended to connect
local and state roadways to a comprehensive federal highway
system that would ensure efficient and effective travel from one
end of the country to the other. Federal education disability policy
attempts to ensure that, from birth to entry into the workforce or
to independent living, there is an effective set of programs and
rights against disability discrimination that works efficiently and
fairly.2
Today’s interstate highways are intersected by spaghetti
junctions and sometimes have badly planned on-ramps and poor
signage. They often have potholes and are not wide enough in
some areas. Similarly, the federal system of education for those
with disabilities intersects with other education policies such as
No Child Left Behind, disciplinary policies (such as zero tolerance
for guns and drugs), school choice programs, desegregation
programs intended to provide equality and ensure diversity, and
other social programs.
The federal government’s current debates about the amount
and type of funding that should be provided by the federal
government presents an opportunity to review the history of
federal involvement in roads and schools and in education for
students with disabilities. Just as it is timely to review the
interstate highway system, policymakers should also revisit
education for individuals with disabilities. Political agendas and
resources will certainly affect whether current education disability
policy will have its “potholes” fixed, its access widened, be

2 See generally LAURA ROTHSTEIN, Disability Rights, in ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
DIVERSITY IN EDUCATION (2011).
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provided with better on-ramps and signage, and whether the
spaghetti junctions will be improved.
This Article provides a broad historical overview of federal
policies on roads and special education, identifies important areas
that need attention, and suggests a strategy for going forward to
do so. It discusses where we should be going and how to get there.

I. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW – 1861 TO THE PRESENT
The Civil War began in 1861. Although the war was about
slavery, states’ rights—including the right to regulate and control
slavery—was also a prime concern. In 1861 there was no national
highway system, and public education was only available to a few
people, usually those with money.

A. The Highway System
1. 1861
In 1861 there was no nationwide highway system because the
“nation” was not even complete. In 1861 there were only thirtyfour states. While there were a number of “territories” that would
later be divided into states, most of the “nation” consisted of states
in the eastern part of the continent, plus California (which became
a state in 1850) and Oregon.
Even in the eastern part of the country, there was no
comprehensive system of roadways. In part, this was because the
primary means of transportation in 1861 was by water, which
accounts for the importance of cities like Louisville during the
Civil War. In the latter half of the nineteenth century, as railroads
evolved, water transportation diminished in importance. Roads
became important for transportation, primarily using horsepower, and they played an important role during the Civil War, as
demonstrated by the 1863 battle of Gettysburg, where several
major roads intersected.

2. Early Twentieth Century
The plan for a nationwide highway system began in 1921
when the federal government prepared a list of roads needed for
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national defense purposes.3 The invention of the automobile was a
second major factor relating to the growth of transportation by
road.4 Early on, however, it was not apparent whether
automobiles would “catch on.” With Henry Ford’s creation of the
production line for auto manufacturing, the Model T became more
accessible—not just to the wealthy, but to the evolving middle
class—and eventually the need for a highway system became more
apparent.
The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 19255 responded to both the
demand for transportation by automobile and the national defense
concerns. It standardized road numbering. In addition to a useful
numbering system by the 1930s, federal policy also envisioned the
creation of a comprehensive freeway and expressway system. The
construction project began but did not really take on substantial
growth until 1956. This was, in significant part, due to the redirection of labor and materials into the war effort, which slowed
down auto production and road building.

3. 1950s to present
The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 (also known as the
national Interstate Defense Highways Act and generally thought
of as one of the most important laws of the last half of the
twentieth century because of its impact on American life)
authorized the Interstate Highway System as we know it today.6
The system as originally planned was completed with the opening
of I-70 through Glenwood Canyon, Colorado in 1992, about thirtyfive years after the first construction on the new system began.7
The first project began in 1956 in Kansas (or Missouri),8
making I-70 the first and last highway worked on. There is a
3 MCNICHOL, supra note 1; see also Casey Cooper, History of the U.S. Highway
System, http://www.gbcnet.com/ushighways/history.html (last visited Feb. 13, 2013).
4 See generally MCNICHOL, supra note 1.
5 23 U.S.C. § 142 (2006).
6 23 U.S.C. § 101 (2006).
7 Karen Stufflebeam Row, Eva LaDow & Steve Moler, Glenwood Canyon 12 Years
Later, U.S. DEPT. OF TRANSP.: FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION, available at
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/04mar/04.cfm (last visited Feb. 13,
2014).
8 Richard F. Weingroff, Three States Claim First Interstate Highway, U.S. DEPT.
OF
TRANSP.:
FEDERAL
HIGHWAY
ADMINISTRATION,
available
at
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dispute between Kansas and Missouri about which state really
had the first construction. This perhaps echoes the longstanding
feuds between the states about whether Kansas should have been
a slave state.9
Perhaps it was because people wanted to get through the
state quickly10 that Kansas was the first (or tied for first) state to
construct the highway, or perhaps it was because President
Eisenhower grew up in Abilene, Kansas, which is on I-70. This
new interstate re-routed much interstate traffic from US 2411 and
US 40. Or, perhaps, it was because it made sense to begin
construction in the middle of the country (where there was
probably less difficulty in obtaining easements and rights of way).
One of the major advantages of the interstate system was
that travelers were not slowed down by small towns—you never
had to get off if you had an unlimited fuel supply. The speed limits
were generally higher. Speed limits are an example of the role of
states, which determine them, although federal law sets
maximum speed limits, taking into account various concerns, such
as the cost of oil and safety issues. Additional benefits of an
interstate highway system include military troop mobility and
other uses for defense strategy. Evacuations during disasters are
also aided by such systems.
Interstate highways are constructed and maintained by a
combination of federal and state resources, with the federal
government being responsible for 90% of the cost.12 About 70% of
the costs come from fuel taxes and tolls.13 Federal, state, and local
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/publicroads/96summer/p96su18.cfm (last visited
Feb. 13, 2014).
9 Today, the dispute is found in the rivalry during the college basketball season—
at least until the University of Missouri left the Big 12 athletic conference.
10 I know this because I am from Kansas, and most people I meet who have
traveled through Kansas tell me that it is a boring drive. I don’t think so, but that’s
because I grew up there.
11 US 24 goes through my home town of Clay Center, Kansas. It is a much more
scenic route than I-70, but less traveled because it takes longer.
12 Richard F. Weingroff, Origins of the Interstate Maintenance Program, U.S. DEPT.
OF
TRANSP.:
FEDERAL
HIGHWAY
ADMINISTRATION,
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/infrastructure/intmaint.cfm (last visited Feb. 7, 2014).
13 See, e.g., Nick Thompson, State Officials Look for Funding Fix for I-70, KOMU 8
(Feb. 13, 2014) http://www.komu.com/news/state-officials-look-for-funding-fix-for-i-70/
(Regarding the portion of I-70 in Missouri). See generally Funding For Highways and
Disposition of Highway-User Revenues, All Units of Government, 2007, U.S. DEPT. OF
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authorities collect these revenues. The remaining costs for
maintaining the highways are from general funds, bond issues,
and property and other taxes.14 The costs related to expanding
interstate roadway infrastructure for suburban development have
diminished funds available for general new construction. New
projects are thus more dependent on tolls. States that want to
fund new projects on existing interstates must receive
congressional approval. As this article demonstrates, there are
parallels to special education policy.

4. Present day
So, what is the status of the interstate system today? Not
surprisingly, there is a significant need for new roads and for
repairs to existing roads, as well as a need to widen existing
interstates to allow for the increase in the number of automobiles.
Highway 405 in Los Angeles and the famous “Carmageddon”15 is
an example of such a project. The major obstacle to improvement
(in addition to the obvious logistical challenges of shutting down a
major freeway for improvements) is funding. And, the major
challenge to getting funding is a combination of the current
economic slowdown and the challenge of getting Congress to focus
on anything—as the summer 2011 debt ceiling debates, the early
2013 sequestration, and fall 2013 budget gridlock demonstrated.
So, what is the relationship of this overview and history of
the federal highway system to the federal policy on education for
individuals with disabilities? The next portion of this Article
presents those parallels.

TRANSP.:
FEDERAL
HIGHWAY
ADMINISTRATION,
available
at
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2007/hf10.cfm (last visited Feb.
13, 2014).
14 See generally Funding For Highways and Disposition of Highway-User Revenues,
All Units of Government, 2007, U.S. DEPT. OF TRANSP.: FEDERAL HIGHWAY
ADMINISTRATION,
available
at
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policyinformation/statistics/2007/hf10.cfm (last visited Feb.
13, 2014).
15 Jared Morgan, Carmageddon 2012 Announced, Full 405 Closure in September,
BRENTWOODPATCH.COM
(July
19,
2012,
7:34
PM)
http://brentwood.patch.com/groups/editors-picks/p/carmageddon-ii-announced-405closure-eminent.
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B. Education Policy for Students with Disabilities
1. 1861
In 1861 there was certainly no comprehensive public
education system for anyone in America, much less for those with
special education needs.16 Often, education primarily consisted of
“home schooling,” and in some cases, self-teaching. Abraham
Lincoln’s education is such an example.
In the United States, public education has always been, and
remains primarily, the responsibility of state and local school
systems. The role of state governments in education is significant
and primary. The constitutional provisions under the Fourteenth
Amendment requiring equal protection and due process have
created powerful incentives for states to treat students equally
and to accept federal dollars to aid the states in doing so.
There is no federal mandate to provide publicly funded
education, yet every state does so and has for many years. Before
1861, education (even “public” education) was only available to
wealthy individuals. The concept of free public education at the
elementary school level (which included compulsory attendance
laws in many states) evolved by the end of the nineteenth century.
Of course, with the realities of slavery, such education was not
available to black children before the Civil War, and there were
penalties for teaching slaves to read.
In 1861, for students with disabilities, there was very little, if
any, opportunity for education. The rare exception was the
existence of separate, special schools, such as the Perkins School
for the Blind,17 which was founded in 1829 and the WrightHumason School for the Deaf,18 both attended by Helen Keller.
There was certainly no general availability of such education to all
children, and it was almost certainly because of the financial

16 Public
Education in the United States, Microsoft® Encarta® Online
Encyclopedia 2001, http://encarta.msn.com/; R. FREEMAN BUTTS, PUBLIC EDUCATION IN
THE UNITED STATES: FROM REVOLUTION TO REFORM 68 (1978); J.A. JOHNSON, H.W.
COLLINS, V.L. DUPUIS, AND H.J. HONAHSEN, INTRODUCTION TO THE FOUNDATIONS OF
AMERICAN EDUCATION, SIXTH EDITION (Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1985).
17 About Us: Historical Timeline, PERKINS.ORG, http://www.perkins.org/aboutus/history/historical-timeline.html (last visited Feb. 13, 2014).
18 HELEN KELLER, THE STORY OF MY LIFE 80 (1902).
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ability and status of her family that Helen Keller received any
education at all.
The beginning of federal support for higher education began
in this era. Federal funding to support state universities was
provided under the Morrill Acts of 186219 and 1890,20 which also
allowed for increased research by scholars and students in public
colleges and universities. The federally funded research, in turn,
became part of the basis for changing attitudes and policies
towards education generally and special education in particular.

2. Early Twentieth Century
By 1918, compulsory attendance (at least for students
without disabilities) had been enacted in every state.21 The
Catholic Church, however, initially opposed such schooling and
established private Catholic Schools. For a brief time, some states
made it illegal to attend private schools of any kind.22
Also during the first part of the twentieth century, an
expansion of public education to the high school level was taking
place. Compulsory attendance increased to age sixteen in most
states.23 Similarly, although providing free public education to all
age-eligible students at the college level did not become part of
state education systems, there was a dramatic increase in the
number of students enrolling in college during this time period.24
During this era, there was some increase in providing
children with disabilities an education, but in separate settings
and with the underlying basis of removing stress on the child.25
Eventually, a diluted academic curriculum and training for
manual work was provided, again in segregated settings. The
7 U.S.C. § 301 (2006).
7 U.S.C. § 321 (2006).
21 See, e.g., Ingraham v. Wright, 430 U.S. 651, 660 n. 14 (1977).
22 See, e.g., Pierce v. Society of Sisters of The Holy Names of Jesus and Mary, 268
U.S. 510 (1925).
23 Id.; cf. Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972) (holding the Amish were exempt
from the general rule of compulsory attendance until age 16).
24 Center for Education Statistics, 120 Years of American Education: A Statistical
Portrait,
Department
of
Education
65
(1993),
available
at
http://nces.ed.gov/pubs93/93442.pdf.
25 See generally LAURA ROTHSTEIN & SCOTT F. JOHNSON, SPECIAL EDUCATION LAW
9 (2010); see also MAX L. HUTT & ROBERT GWYN GIBBY, THE MENTALLY RETARDED
CHILD: DEVELOPMENT, EDUCATION, AND TREATMENT 387-91 (1976).
19
20
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philosophy of avoiding disruption in the regular classroom was
part of this. Many students with disabilities never attended
school.

3. 1950-2011
a. The Basic System
Just as the Interstate Highway System had its beginnings in
Kansas, special education also had a “beginning” in Kansas. The
1954 Supreme Court decision, Brown v. Board of Education,26
struck down “separate but equal” education for black students in
Kansas and four other states. That decision established that
under the Fourteenth Amendment separate education was
inherently unequal because of the stigma attached to separate
education and the deprivation of interaction with children of other
races. Such education was also a denial of due process.
This principle was then applied in the litigation brought
several years later in a number of states regarding separation of
children with disabilities, and in some cases complete removal
from public education. The lower court cases that were the
catalyst for the federal law to support special education were
Pennsylvania Ass'n for Retarded Children v. Commonwealth27 in
1971 and Mills v. Board of Education28 in 1972 regarding school
policies in Pennsylvania and the District of Columbia. In those
cases, school systems were enjoined from denying education to
students with intellectual disabilities (then mental retardation)
and students whose disability-based behavior was disruptive.
Congress recognized that while these decisions established
that states must provide public education to students with
disabilities as a constitutional matter, it would be extremely
beneficial to provide federal funding to support the higher costs of
special education. It would also be useful to provide a system that
ensured some consistency in terms of procedure and substance
from state to state.

Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
Pa. Ass’n for Retarded Children v. Commonwealth, 334 F. Supp. 1257 (E.D. Pa.
1971); 343 F. Supp. 279 (E.D. Pa. 1972) (approving consent agreement).
28 Mills v. Bd. of Educ., 348 F. Supp. 866 (D.D.C. 1972).
26
27
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b. Education for Students with Disabilities – Federal
Legislation – The Foundations
The education for students with disabilities as a federal
policy really began in 1973 with the Rehabilitation Act.29 It
required that programs receiving federal financial assistance
(which all states do) not discriminate on the basis of disability
(then “handicap”).
This was followed by the Education for All Handicapped
Children Act (EAHCA)30 in 1975, which included procedural
safeguards not in place in the 1974 version of the statute. Finally
completing the “road map” were the Americans with Disabilities
Act of 199031 and the ADA Amendments Act of 200832 broadening
the definition of coverage.
Basically, EAHCA offered federal funding to states that
would follow a specific set of guidelines—ensuring a free
appropriate education that was individualized for all age eligible
students.33 It required states to implement a system of “child find”
to identify eligible students. It further mandates procedural
safeguards to ensure impartial due process and a review and
appellate process.34 Because states were required to do most of
this as a result of the PARC/Mills decisions, all but New Mexico
elected to seek the EAHCA funding. Eventually New Mexico
recognized that because the state received federal funding for
other educational programs, it was probably required under
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act to provide a very similar
program of special education anyway.
The EAHCA had a number of key elements. These are
providing appropriate education (which includes related services),

29 U.S.C. § 701 (2006).
20 U.S.C. § 1400 (2006). For a history of these developments, see LAURA
ROTHSTEIN, Disability Rights, in ENCYCLOPEDIA OF DIVERSITY IN EDUCATION (2011);
LAURA ROTHSTEIN AND JULIA IRZYK, DISABILITIES AND THE LAW, Chapters 2 and 3 (4th
ed. 2013); LAURA ROTHSTEIN & SCOTT F. JOHNSON, SPECIAL EDUCATION LAW 24 (4th
ed. 2010); LAURA ROTHSTEIN, Southeastern Community College v. Davis, The Prequel
to the Television Series “ER”, in EDUCATION LAW STORIES, (Michael Olivas & Ronna
Schneider eds., 2007).
31 42 U.S.C. §§ 12101 (2006).
32 ADA Amendments Act of 2008, Pub. L. No. 110-325, 122 Stat. 3553 (2008).
33 20 U.S.C. § 1412 (2006).
34 20 U.S.C. § 1412, 1415 (2006).
29
30
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in the least restrictive environment (known as mainstreaming),
individualized to each child’s needs, for all (zero reject), at no cost
to the parents.35 Key to its effectiveness was the provision for
procedural safeguards. The courts have devoted substantial
attention to clarifying and interpreting what the statutory and
regulatory provisions require. Between fifteen and twenty
Supreme Court decisions and hundreds of lower court decisions
have addressed education for students with disabilities or related
issues since 1975.36

c. Comparisons to the Interstate Highway System
This Article uses the metaphor of the roadmap to compare
the Interstate Highway System to education policy for students
with disabilities. The EAHCA initially focused on special
education for students with disabilities from kindergarten to
graduation from high school (students aged five through eighteen).
Like I-70 in Kansas (which is in the middle of the country
and was later expanded to both coasts), education for students
with disabilities would eventually link to individuals at both ends
of the age spectrum, but initially it began in the age group in K-12
– in the middle. Like any new program (or new road), the initial
start-up years were rocky. Just as the on-ramps to I-70 had to be
built for the highway to be used, schools had to figure out how to
do the outreach, identification, and placement of this large group
of students. This was a challenge given that, in 1975, there were
eight million students with disabilities, of which three million
were being inappropriately educated and one million were totally
excluded from school.37 As schools learned how to identify the
children and make the placements, the system improved and
began to work relatively well.

20 U.S.C. § 1401 (9)(A) (2006).
These decisions include: Board of Education v. Rowley, 458 U.S. 176 (1984),
addressing the meaning of “appropriate;” Burlington School Committee v. Department
of Education, 471 U.S. 359 (1985), deciding when parents could be reimbursed for
unilateral placement of their children in private schools; and Honig v. Doe, 484 U.S.
305 (1988), setting the stage for clarification about disciplinary removal of students
with disabilities.
37 Pub. L. No. 94-142, 89 Stat. 773 (1975).
35
36
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d. Higher education
Roads were also being built for higher education.38 In 1973,
Congress enacted amendments to the 1918 Vocational
Rehabilitation Act. Unlike the thoughtful detailed plan for
EAHCA, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act was a minimalist
statute39—prohibiting discrimination on the basis of handicap
(later disability) by programs receiving federal financial
assistance—which included virtually all state public K-12 school
systems and most institutions of higher education through federal
research grants and/or providing federal student loan support.
Section 504, however, was not initially an effective support
for education for college age students for two major reasons. First,
almost no one knew or understood its implications for many years.
The statute had passed with little fanfare. If you do not know
there is a great new stretch of highway, you are probably not
going to make an effort to use it. If you do not know you have
rights in higher education as a student with a disability, you are
probably not going to try to enforce those rights.
Second, in 1973, college age students with disabilities were
not yet adequately prepared to go to college because they had not
had the benefits of a special education law at that point. If there
are no on-ramps to the highway, you cannot get on. So, even
though the 1973 Rehabilitation Act preceded the 1975 special
education statute, initially it was the EAHCA that made the
difference for students with disabilities.

e. Adding coverage – infants and toddlers and preschoolers (05)- the 1986 Amendments
Just as more stretches of the Interstate Highway System
were built over the years and connections to other roads were
made, the EAHCA evolved. In 1986, Congress added the infants
and toddlers provisions40 (a new stretch of highway). This did not
provide services as comprehensively as for children in K-12, but it
38 Laura Rothstein, Higher Education and Disability Discrimination: A Fifty Year
Retrospective, 36 J. C. & U. L. 845, 846-47 (2010).
39 RICHARD K. SCOTCH, FROM GOOD WILL TO CIVIL RIGHTS: TRANSFORMING
FEDERAL DISABILITY POLICY 7-14 (1984) (providing a discussion of the public policy and
social movements relating to Section 504).
40 20 U.S.C. § 1432 (2006).
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recognized the necessity of a policy that was comprehensive and
gave financial incentives to states to provide programming for
children from birth. Although the state education system could
apply for this funding and administer the programming, another
public or private agency could do so, as long as it was coordinated
with the education system.41 This is an area where a spaghetti
junction problem could and did occur because communication and
coordination did not always work well when more than one agency
or program was involved. But, the 1986 amendments did extend
coverage to early childhood.

f. Transition services- the 1990 amendments
Similarly, it was recognized that once the child either
graduated from high school or received the maximum age for
eligibility (depending on the state, but almost always no later
than age twenty-three), he or she could easily reach a “dead end”
on the education highway with no place to go. Federal
policymakers recognized the value of a comprehensive “interstate”
or lifetime protection program. To respond to that, in 1990, the
EAHCA was amended to require that schools ensure a transition
plan for students so the student could transition to college,
vocational training, employment, or independent living.42
The challenge this has created, however, is like the highways
that do not have good signage to the beltway or interchange to get
to the next highway. There has not always been good
signage/communication when students transition from high school
to college. Higher education students come to college with
expectations that they will have the same set of rights (such as an
Individualized Education Plan) and that the college has the
burden to identify them, pay for their testing, and place them in a
setting so they can learn. In college, however, the obligation is on
the student to make the disability known and to provide and pay
for the documentation to justify an accommodation. The “signage”
for these interchanges is not good, and it sets up some “crashes” as

41
42

20 U.S.C. § 1434 (2006).
20 U.S.C. §1401 (34) (2006).
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a result.43 This is particularly true today with millennial behavior
from college-age students who grew up with technology that
created an expectation of instant responses and having to absorb
information-overload.44

g. The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
The 1990 amendments to EAHCA renamed the statute to be
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA),45
recognizing the more politically correct language using disability
instead of handicap. It was also the year that the Americans with
Disabilities Act46 (ADA) became law. Although the ADA did not
really add much more in terms of substantive protections to
Section 504,47 the ADA received much more publicity, and parents
began to use the ADA and Section 504 along with IDEA more
frequently in their challenges in K-12 settings. By 1990, students
with disabilities were entering college in significant numbers and
higher education increasingly faced challenges ranging from the
cost of interpreters for deaf students, to appropriate reasonable
accommodations for students with learning disabilities, and
related conditions such as attention deficit disorder (ADD) and
attention hyperactivity deficit disorder (ADHD).

h. Roadside and technical assistance
Like the federal highway system that provides roadside
assistance, by 1990 more technical assistance from federal
agencies, particularly the Department of Education, was available
at both K-12 and college levels, but the increasing numbers and
new challenges have made it difficult for schools and for colleges.
Financial incentives for teacher training for special education
43 Jane Jarrow, An Open Letter to Parents of Students with Disabilities About to
Enter College, ARK-AHEAD.ORG, http://www.arkahead.org/letterfromjane.htm (last
visited Feb. 13, 2014).
44 Laura Rothstein, Millennials and Disability Law: Revisiting Southeastern
Community College v. Davis, 34 J.C. & U.L. 169, 170 (2007).
45 20 U.S.C. § 1400 (2006).
46 42 U.S.C. § 12101 (2006).
47 The ADA applied more broadly to society (Title I applies to most employers, Title
II to state and local governmental entities, and Title III to twelve categories of private
providers of programs for the public). Section 504, however, had already covered
schools, so the ADA only provided some additional remedies and procedures.
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helped, but perhaps not enough to respond to the high burnout
rate and the difficulties of finding teachers who would work in
rural areas or failing schools. There is also evidence that even
within the Department of Education, different agencies (Office for
Civil Rights, Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative
Services, and the Office for Postsecondary Education) do not
communicate well.48

i. Repairs and rebuilding
Just as highways have had to be rebuilt or repaired when a
major tragedy occurs—such as an earthquake or a flood or a
bridge collapse, schools and colleges have had to respond to crisis
situations such as Columbine, Virginia Tech, and Sandy Hook.
These situations require an understanding of both disability
discrimination law and privacy policies. Health crisis situations
such as HIV (in the late 1980s) and H1N1 (more recently) have
required schools and colleges to rethink their existing
requirements for students with disabilities within the context of
the privacy, health safety, and physical safety context of other
laws.
In response to high-risk behavior and concerns about violence
in the communities, both K-12 schools and colleges have revamped
and revisited their policies in ways that affect students with
disabilities. The guidance49 about privacy requirements under
Federal Education Rights and Privacy Act50 (FERPA) (in response
to Virginia Tech) has given schools more flexibility in
communicating about dangerous behaviors to parents and others
in the community. The IDEA was amended in 1997 and 2004 to
clarify what is permissible in terms of disciplinary removal and
other discipline concerns when students with disabilities are
involved.

48 See Laura Rothstein, Higher Education and Disability Discrimination: A Fifty
Year Retrospective, 36 J.C. & U.L. 845, 862-63 (2010).
49 U.S. Dep’t of Educ., Addressing Emergencies on Campus (June 2011), available
at http://www.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fcpo/index.html.
50 20 U.S.C. § 1232(g) (2006).
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j. Increasing stress and anxiety
Related to disciplinary issues is the general concern about
students with psychological problems—ranging from depression to
exam anxiety to anorexia to ADD/ADHD to bipolar disorder and
schizophrenia. What are the rights of these students and what are
the obligations? At the K-12 level (which might include expensive
residential or private school placements) or at the higher
education level (which might include concerns about students
entering health care professions or other professions where their
behavior and conduct is a factor in the character and fitness for
the field), what is permissible and what is mandated within the
context of federal disability education policy? Which of these
individuals are even “disabled” within the laws?51 This is an area
where courts have reached varying results depending on the
circuit court. Different jurisdictions apply similar, but not
identical, tests for determining the educational agency’s obligation
to pay for documentation regarding whether someone is
substantially limited in a major life activity.

k. Spaghetti Junctions – School Choice and No Child Left
Behind
Like major highways that intersect in major urban areas,
there are a number of areas where educational policy for students
with disabilities intersects with other education laws. There are
two major areas where these intersecting policies are particularly
challenging. These are school choice and No Child Left Behind—
which themselves have intersections with each other.

l. Failing schools – “A Nation at Risk”
A major “spaghetti junction” where federal education policy
meets special education policy is No Child Left Behind Act
(NCLB).52 NCLB is intended to improve school performance by
making schools accountable if they are to receive federal
funding.53 Its underlying principles arose out of the school choice

51
52
53

See DISABILITIES AND THE LAW, supra note 31, at §§ 2:8-2:16, 3:2.
No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, Pub. L. No. 107-110, 115 Stat. 1425 (2002).
Id. § 601.
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era beginning in the 1980s. Between the 1980s and early 1990s all
states changed compulsory education requirements to allow home
schooling. The 1983 “A Nation at Risk” report issued by the
National Commission on Excellence in Education warned that the
public education was “threaten[ing] our very future as a Nation
and a people.”54

m. Waiting for Superman
The responses to the 1983 report included states allowing tax
credits, providing voucher systems, and funding charter schools.
The response included the highly acclaimed documentary movie,
“Waiting for Superman,”55 featuring a charter school in Harlem
and highlighting the urgent need for school reform. Geoffrey
Canada founded the school within a significantly challenged
neighborhood in Harlem. While a very successful program, it
should be noted that the Harlem Children’s Zone has been in place
for over twenty years when the film was made, and has had a
significant influx of private funding. For some, this documentary
validates the need for school choice, but for others, it has
reinforced the priority of fixing existing schools.

n. School choice
School choice56 includes programs such as home schooling,57
neighborhood schools, magnet schools, charter schools, and
voucher systems. Such programs sometimes allow for tax credits
for private school payment. They often add complex issues of
separation of church and state for private schools operated by
religious organizations.
In general, the school choice movement is another response to
failing schools. One theory is that if public schools have
54 The Nat’l Comm. on Excellence in Educ., A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for
Educational
Reform
3
(1983),
available
at
http://datacenter.spps.org/uploads/sotw_a_nation_at_risk_1983.pdf.
55 WAITING FOR SUPERMAN (Walden Media 2010).
56 Laura Rothstein, School Choice and Students with Disabilities, in SCHOOL CHOICE
AND SOCIAL CONTROVERSY 332 (Stephen D. Sugarman & Frank R. Kemerer eds., 1999).
57 Between the 1980s and early 1990s, all states changed compulsory education
requirements to allow home schooling. SAMUEL M. DAVIS, ELIZABETH S. SCOTT, WALTER
WADLINGTON & LOIS A. WEITHORN, CHILDREN IN THE LEGAL SYSTEM 34 (Robert C.
Clark et. al eds., 5th ed. 2014).
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competition, they will be better. So far, the success of these
experiments is mixed. While there are some highly successful
charter schools, there are also many that have not improved
educational quality for these students. Voucher programs often
take funds away from schools that need them most and divert
them to other places. Leaving aside the debate about whether
such programs actually improve education, they are generally not
positive for special education students.

o. Dead-end ahead
School choice options allow for the experimentation with
alternative educational programs. Charter schools may permit
substantial changes in teaching methodology, teaching materials,
and curriculum. Some charter schools focus specifically on
students with disabilities. Choice programs, however, often
operate in a way that is directly or indirectly exclusionary. They
are directly exclusionary because of eligibility requirements or
because they do not provide accommodations for the student to
receive an education within that choice option. To the extent that
choice programs have disparately low access for students with
disabilities, these students will be disparately left behind in the
regular school. This violates the mainstreaming goal of special
education.

p. No Child Left Behind – carrots and sticks
Along with school choice programs at the state and local
level, the federal level has taken the approach of providing carrots
and sticks for ensuring quality education. In 2001, Congress
passed the statute known as No Child Left Behind (NCLB).58 Key
to its operation is an elaborate system of accountability and
meeting performance goals. States that wanted to receive federal
education dollars under the program were required to comply with
NCLB mandates.
The key principles of NCLB include having highly qualified
teachers, scientifically based instruction, and demonstration of

58

No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, Pub. L. No. 107–110, 115 Stat. 1425 (2002).
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adequate yearly progress (assessed by testing instruments that
have not been validated for students with special needs).
While most education advocates support the general goals of
NCLB and its inclusion of special education in those goals—
particularly the accountability and teacher training—NCLB has
been criticized for both general education and special education.59
In particular, the testing measures have been viewed as being
negative for education (too much teaching to the test) and as
working against special education because it marginalizes these
students by emphasizing testing instead of implementing the
individualized education plan. Another outcome is an increase in
dropout rates for not only special education students, but also for
low achieving (often low income minority) students in some school
systems.
One controversial aspect of NCLB is the requirement to have
a system known as “response to intervention” which requires
burdensome data collection about special education students.
Penalties for not meeting goals include loss of federal funding,
allowing students to transfer to non-failing schools (if there is
really anywhere to go), closing schools, and reorganizing schools.

q. No Child Left Behind – spaghetti junctions with special
education
NCLB was intended to remedy this by using federal funding
as a “carrot” and holding out the penalty of withdrawing such
funding (the “stick”) unless states implemented a detailed plan to
ensure accountability and performance.
To receive certain funding under NCLB, states must provide
for highly qualified teachers and meet a number of other
requirements. National proficiency tests must be used and 100%
of students must be proficient in math and reading by 2014, with
59 For articles on school choice and students with disabilities, see Mark C. Weber,
Special Education From the (Damp) Ground Up: Children with Disabilities in a
Charter School-Dependent Educational System, 11 LOY. J. PUB. INT. L. 217 (2010);
Mark C. Weber, Services for Private School Students Under the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Improvement Act: Issues of Statutory Entitlement, Religious
Liberty, and Procedural Regularity, 36 J.L. & EDUC. 163 (2007); Shanon S. Taylor,
Special Education, Private Schools, and Vouchers: Do All Students Get a Choice? 34
J.L. & EDUC. 1 (2005); Joseph R. McKinney, Charter Schools’ Legal Responsibilities
Toward Children with Disabilities, 126 ED. LAW REP. 565 (Aug. 20, 1998).
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states allowed to set interim benchmarks. Students with
disabilities (except for a very small percentage) are not exempted
from the proficiency tests and measurements. NCLB has been
criticized on a number of fronts, including the disincentive to
schools to include students with disabilities in their schools.
Another clash (or unmanageable spaghetti junction) between
NCLB and special education is the requirement for highly
qualified teachers. Rural areas and other less desirable schools
face significant challenges, particularly lack of resources, to
attract both the regular and the special education teachers needed
to meet the goals of proficiency. In addition the NCLB
Scientifically Based Instruction (SBI) requirement mandates that
instruction be based on scientifically based research. Currently
most research on effective teaching is based on general groups
that did not include special populations and did not demonstrate
effectiveness for students with different disabilities. It also clashes
with the philosophy of special education that the program should
be individualized for each student.
So, while the accountability goals of NCLB are positive, the
unintended consequences have made this quite negative for
implementation of IDEA. There is strong bipartisan support to
change the law because the targets are unrealistic, the guidelines
are too rigid, and the implementation is problematic. It also
requires time and resources for elaborate record keeping. On
September 23, 2011, President Obama announced plans to grant
extensive waivers under NCLB, in recognition of the fact that no
state would meet the goals by 2014.60 The impact of that
announcement (and its constitutionality) remains to be seen.

60 Press Release, President Barack Obama, Remarks by the President on No Child
Left Behind Flexibility (Sep. 23, 2011), available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/thepress-office/2011/09/23/remarks-president-no-child-left-behind-flexibility; see also Press
Release, President Barack Obama, Obama Administration Sets High Bar for Flexibility
from No Child Left Behind in Order to Advance Equity and Support Reform (Sept. 23,
2011), available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2011/09/23/obamaadministration-sets-high-bar-flexibility-no-child-left-behind-orde.
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r. Completing the “route” to support and protection – widening
the road - 2008
The current new challenges for education for students with
disabilities are found in the final segment of the “road” or federal
policy. Just as the final piece to the Interstate Highway System
was completed about thirty-five years after the first stretch was
built in Kansas in 1956, the most recent and perhaps for the
moment, the final major piece of disability policy legislation was
added in 2008 (about thirty-five years after the 1973
Rehabilitation Act). This was the ADA Amendments Act of 2008
(ADAAA),61 which clarified that the definition of who is protected
should be a broad one.
In response to Supreme Court decisions from 1999 and
2002,62 which had narrowed the definition of disability, Congress
amended the Rehabilitation Act and ADA to ensure that
individuals who use medication or other mitigating measures63
are still covered, even if those measures mean that the individual
is not substantially limited in a major life activity when they are
using them. The ADAAA also added to the list of major life
activities64 to clarify that activities such as learning,
concentrating, and communicating are included. A major life
activity also includes the operation of a major bodily function,
such as the immune system, digestive, and respiratory systems.65
This amendment ensures that students with HIV, diabetes, and
similar conditions are generally protected by Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act and by the Americans with Disabilities Act. As
a result, students with asthma and epilepsy are more likely to be
entitled to nondiscrimination and reasonable accommodation. It
means that students with a broad range of mental health
problems are also more likely to be protected.

ADA Amendments Act of 2008, Pub. L. No. 110-325, 122 Stat. 3553 (2008).
See Sutton v. United Air Lines, Inc. 527 U.S. 471 (1999); Albertson’s, Inc. v.
Kirkingburg, 527 U.S. 555 (1999); Murphy v. United Parcel Service, Inc., 527 U.S. 516
(1999); Toyota Motor Mfg., Ky., Inc. v. Williams, 534 U.S. 184, 197 (2002) (allowing
mitigating measures to be considered in determining the definition of disability and
narrowing the definition of major life activities).
63 42 U.S.C. § 12102 (4)(E) (2006).
64 42 U.S.C. § 12102 (2)(A) (2006).
65 42 U.S.C. § 12102 (2)(B) (2006).
61
62
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This “widening of the road” that completed the educational
highway for students with disabilities applies to early childhood,
K-12, and higher education. While the types of cases that might be
brought under each of these age groups might be different, it is a
significant opening of the freeways (at least if you can find the onramp).
In a sense, the ADAAA of 2008 “widened the highway” by
giving a greater number of individuals a right to use the
“highway” or the educational program. But as we know from
“Carmageddon” in Los Angeles,66 widening the highway is not
always easy. Sometimes you have to close down the highway while
you do it (which was, in a sense, what happened between 2002 and
2008 while Congress worked on the amending the definition of
disability). But even when you re-open the highway (or the
coverage for a broad category of students) there can be some major
challenges if the “on-ramps” and speed limits and signage are not
part of the widening plan.

4. Where Are We Now? Can We Make the Major Renovations?
Can We Even Fix the Potholes? Can We At Least Improve the
On-Ramps or the Road Signs?
While this thirty-five-year policy development for students
with disabilities was going on, there have been economic
challenges in recent years. Add that to the general public concern
about failing schools, particularly urban public schools, and the
response of creating school choice options. And finally, the recent
legislative gridlock over raising the debt ceiling, funding existing
programs, and ending sequestration highlights the challenge for
making any new major policy changes, or even overhauling
programs such as NCLB that are desperately in need of attention.
Just as resource limitations and government paralysis mean
that lots of bridges and overpasses will go unrepaired in the near
future, these same problems may make it unlikely that much will
happen to make any major fixes. Even the on-ramps and signage
and the potholes may not be fixed.
66 Jared Morgan, Carmageddon 2012 Announced, Full 405 Closure in September,
BRENTWOODPATCH.COM,
(July
19,
2012,
7:34
PM),
http://brentwood.patch.com/groups/editors-picks/p/carmageddon-ii-announced-405closure-eminent.
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So while it may be unlikely in the near future that major
federal intervention will occur (and in fact funding reductions
seem likely), it is important that advocates and policymakers have
some “shovel-ready” projects ready to go when things improve. In
the meantime, there are some potholes that can be fixed without
major federal involvement.

II. THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT – AND THE IMPACT ON ROADS
AND SCHOOLS
As the debt crisis politics of Summer 2011 played out, the
pundits discussed what it all meant. There was a substantial voice
that, when the cuts really had to happen, because of the stand-off
of
compromise
about
Medicare/Medicaid/Social
Security
entitlements and tax increases, we would have to face what gets
cut. As Joe Scarborough lamented on Morning Joe in early August
2011 (and continues to frequently do today)—it will probably be
roads and schools.
The “moderate middle,” which is a large segment of the
American population, believes that bad and wasteful spending
must be cut, but infrastructure spending is essential and should
be supported. Just as roads have strengthened our defense system
and provided for efficient movement of goods in a way that
benefits the economy and provides for an efficient exit during
hurricanes and other major events, our system of public education
is a critical aspect of our infrastructure. A program of education
for all students—including those with disabilities—must be
sustained for a number of reasons, including that it is in our
economic interest to do so. Without an educated population base,
we will most certainly become less competitive in a world
economy.
As Americans debate the role of government, generally, and
the role of the federal government specifically, one can hope that
there is a realistic discussion of the costs and benefits of how
government should be involved. Government can regulate, it can
fund, and it can reward and punish. It can provide expertise. It
can do big things that no person or even big corporation or
wealthy individual can do. To quote Abraham Lincoln, “The
legitimate object of government, is to do for a community of people,
whatever they need to have done, but can not do, at all, or can not,
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so well do, for themselves in their separate, and individual
capacities.”
Those who care about these issues must be involved in the
public discourse about the tradeoffs of changing our long-standing
program of public education. Included in that discourse, there
must be a discussion of the value of the almost four-decade-old
federal program of ensuring that students with disabilities have a
free, appropriate education in the least restrictive environment,
that is individualized to each student’s needs and abilities with
procedural safeguards to ensure those protections. The program
we have in place is in need of fine-tuning, but it must remain in
place and it must be funded at an appropriate level.

A. What are the “big things”?
There are some big things that intersect with education
policy that need to be added. Just like the bridges are the “big
things” for highways, the clarification of who is covered, especially
in higher education, is a “big thing.” While the ADA Amendments
Act of 200867 and the 2011 Equal Employment Opportunity
(EEOC)68 regulations pursuant to the ADAAA provide some
guidance, we will need more resources to carry out these
expectations.
For students with psychological conditions, access to
affordable mental health services is a “big thing”—providing
funding and a mechanism to encourage students to seek help and
to allow them to maintain privacy in doing so.
Previously noted are some of the problems of NCLB and
school choice for students with disabilities. These are “big things”
that need to be reconsidered. For NCLB, examination will occur in
its reauthorization. School choice will be more state-by-state, but
scholarly guidance and thoughtful debate on this discussion is
important.

B. Potholes and infrastructure improvements
The basic infrastructure of special education is in place. But,
more funding is needed for everything, particularly for early
67
68

42 U.S.C. § 12101 (2006).
29 C.F.R. § 1630.2 (2011).
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childhood education.69 Additional teacher training is needed,
including a discussion of how to fund and support teachers of
students with disabilities who too often suffer from burnout,
which results in high attrition. How disciplinary policies are
working as they relate to students with disabilities needs to be
reconsidered as well.
Students entering college too often do not realize that K-12 is
different than higher education. The transition services mandate
of IDEA70 does not seem to be effective and more needs to be done
to fix that “pothole.” Faculty and staff in higher education need
more training about the increasing numbers of students with a
broad array of disabilities – what they will require and how to do
so in a constructive way.71

C. Widening the roads (or perhaps narrowing them?)
Are there places where the road for a student with a
disability is wide enough and sufficiently accessible? Some that
come to mind are whether the ADAAA is creating burdensome
challenges for colleges (and even for K-12)—for example, the
students with exam anxiety, who should be given considerate
treatment as a matter of good practice and policy, but who are
sometimes not entitled to the legal protections of the ADA or
Rehabilitation Act. 72
Are too many minority students being channeled into special
education? Do certain testing procedures (such as IQ tests)
disproportionately place students in low performing classes—so
that it should be abolished? Or, is IQ testing needed to ensure
eligibility for some of these students for services based on a
learning disability?
69 In his February 12, 2013, State of the Union Address, President Obama
announced new grants to fund additional early education programs. President Barack
Obama, State of the Union Address (Feb. 12, 2013), available at
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/02/12/president-barack-obamas-stateunion-address.
70 20 U.S.C. § 1401 (34) (2006).
71
U.S. Gov’t Accountability Office, Higher Education and Disability: Education
Needs a Coordinated Approach to Improve its Assistance to Schools in Supporting
Students 37-38 (2009), available at http://www.gao.gov/assets/300/297433.pdf.
72 See LAURA ROTHSTEIN & JULIA IRZYK, DISABILITIES AND THE LAW § 2:11 (4th ed.
2013).
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Finally, the challenge of ensuring that technology—from
distance learning, to Kindle® requirements, to websites, to
classroom power point—is accessible. Educational policy on these
issues must address inclusion of students with disabilities in
accessing new technology.

D. Crystal Ball
The discussion about the government role is at the core of
whether disability education policy will have its spaghetti
junctions fixed, its bridges repaired, its highways widened and
repaved, or whether there will be just a few potholes fixed (or even
if that will be done).
Once this debate is resolved (which may not occur until after
the 2014 mid-term elections, if ever), what should be fixed are
both big things (the spaghetti junctions) and little things (the
potholes, on-ramps, and signage).
For the highway system, we have in place the easements and
basic plan. The same is true for education for students with
disabilities. While the political debate about amendments and
resources continues, policymakers at every level should start
working on “shovel ready” projects that can be implemented once
the debate settles. It is important to be positive and proactive in
addressing some of the issues raised in this Article. Those who
care about inclusion of students with disabilities must not wait to
see what Congress or state education agencies do. Scholars and
advocates must be part of the conversation that influences
policymakers—through their research, their expertise and their
advocacy skills.
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